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Bound Publishing. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 246 pages. Dimensions: 8.6in. x
5.8in. x 1.1in.Its time to break the cycle. Think back to your childhood. Do you see any similarities
between your parenting and the way you were raisedHave you chosen to be just like your parents or
the complete oppositeHave you decided to parent differently but havent a clue how to make the
changesHow will you be rememberedOur parents made a significant impact on us as a child. We
will in turn impact our own childrens futures. Todays actions determine tomorrows results which is
why What You Dont Fix. . . Your Kids Inherit is essential for anyone who cares about the future of
their children. Cory and Anamarie Seidel lay the foundation for your childrens success in life by
teaching you how to: Examine your past and transform any destructive thought processes that may
be affecting your children. Eliminate negativity in your childs life and cultivate a positive home
environment. Open new doors of possibilities by teaching your children concepts they will never
learn in school and to think on a higher plane. Demonstrate the importance of following your true
self rather than following the crowd. Show your...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have read. Your life period will probably be
enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Prof. Dan Windler MD-- Prof. Dan Windler MD

It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its
been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right a er i finished reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really
believe.
-- Dr. Celestino Spinka III-- Dr. Celestino Spinka III
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